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Overview 
 

The aim of this project is to characterise the post-LGM 

deglacial history and deglacial environments of the 

Greenland ice sheet, providing long-term context for 

recent glaciological change and future ice sheet behaviour. 

The deglacial history of the western Greenland ice sheet 

is based primarily on geochronological data and a broad 

brush assessment of marine and terrestrial 

geomorphological evidence. Few studies have 

characterised the style and nature ice sheet behaviour 

during deglaciation.  Indeed, the processes that control 

and influence ice marginal and proglacial depositional 

environments are particularly poorly understood, 

especially in a terrestrial context. Only a handful of studies 

have attempted to unravel detailed morpho-stratigraphic 

relationships (e.g. Lane et al., 2015). With the growing 

need to understand the future ice marginal behaviour of 

the ice sheet, especially in areas dominated by surface 

mass balance loss and excess meltwater generation, this 

project aims to characterise deglacial terrestrial ice 

marginal environments and establish glaciological  and 

landsystem response to climate change. One resource 

that has been under-exploited thus far in Greenlandic 

research is sub-surface terrestrial sedimentological 

archives that can be accessed through techniques such as 

GPR (e.g. Storms et al., 2012) and this project will aim 

specifically to combine geormorphic data with new sub-

surface data to understand Greenland ice sheet 

behaviour. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Deglacial terrain and ice sheet margin, West 

Greenland. 

  

 
Methodology 

 
The project will apply geophysical methods to the 

characterisation of the 3-D structure of proglacial 

terrestrial sedimentary basins in western Greenland. 

The student will undertake geophysical surveys (e.g. 

ground penetrating radar (GPR)) of the sub-surface 

(0-100 m depth) to identify and image buried glacial 

geological and geomorphological features (e.g. 
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moraines and overdeepenings; proglacial, subglacial 

and ice-contact sedimentary and glaciotectonic 

structures). Observations of these buried landforms 

and sedimentary structures will be used to establish 

the dominant ice-marginal environments and 

processes that drove the post-LGM behaviour of the 

terrestrial margin of the western Greenland ice sheet. 

Where available, these observations will be integrated 

with geomorphic and sedimentological observations 

(i.e. from geological exposures) and existing 

chronological controls (e.g. from cosmogenic nuclide 

dating) to evaluate how rates of terrestrial ice sheet 

margin change are controlled by local environmental 

and process controls.  

 

This project will deploy new state-of-the-art light-

weight GPR systems to the investigation of proglacial 

depositional environments. These next-generation 

rugged-terrain low frequency GPR systems [Francke 

and Utsi, 2009; Mingo and Flowers, 2010] permit 

improved imaging of the sub-surface to extended 

depth ranges (~100 m in frozen materials), with 

relatively easy logistical deployment. 

 

Timeline 
 
Year 1: 

 Literature review of deglaciation in western 

Greenland. 

 Regional geomorphic mapping and site selection 

using remotely-sensed data. 

 Planning and organisation of field expedition 1. 

 Field expedition – Season (summer 2019). 

 

Year 2: 

 Interpretation and synthesis of data from 

remotely-sensed and field-based geomorphic 

mapping. 

 Processing, analysis and visualisation of 

geophysical data. 

 

Years 3 – 4 (six months only):  

 Complete outstanding geomorphic mapping, and 

establish deglacial history of field sites. 

 Development of depositional models for sites in 

western Greenland, based on geophysical 

investigations. 

 Interpretation and synthesis of data from mapping 

and geophysics to reconstruct terrestrial 

deglaciation of western Greenland.  

 Present results at an international conference. 

 Write up and submit thesis. 

 

Intended outputs from the PhD are: 

1. A reconstruction of the Holocene deglacial 

history of western Greenland. 

2. An evaluation of the response of terrestrial ice 

margins to rapid climate change. 

3. An assessment of how ice sheet retreat 

determines the evolution of terrestrial landscapes. 

 

 
Training & Skills 
 
The student will be trained in a broad range of 

geomorphological, remote sensing and geophysical 

techniques. The student will receive bespoke training 

in field skills (e.g. geomorphic mapping, and near-

surface geophysics), and desk-based skills in analysing 

remotely sensed data.  In-house training will be 

provided in geophysical data acquisition and 

processing, gaining skills in software packages (e.g. 

Reflexw and Opendtect) and equipment (e.g. ground 

penetrating radar). They will also have opportunities 

to attend NERC-recognised short courses such as 

‘Integrating Remote Sensing into Advanced 

Geomorphological Mapping’. 
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